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Immortal tales of the past and present from the world of Vampire Knight.Vampire Knight returns with

collection of stories that delve into Yuki and ZeroÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time as a couple in the past and explore

the relationship between YukiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s children and Kaname in the present. After a fierce battle

between humans and vampires, a temporary peace was established, but Kaname continued to

sleep within a coffin of iceÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Yuki gave Kaname her heart to revive him as a human being.

These are the stories of what happened during those 1,000 years of KanameÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s slumber

and at the start of his human life.
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Matsuri Hino burst onto the manga scene with her title Kono Yume ga Sametara (When This Dream

Is Over), which was published in LaLa DXÃ‚Â  magazine. Hino was a manga artist a mere nine

months after she decided to become one. With the success of her popular series Captive Hearts,

MeruPuri, and Vampire Knight, Hino has established herself as a major player in the world of shojo

manga.

This is amazing. I'm so glad they are continuing Vampire Knight! Can't wait for volume 2 to be

released. Interesting continuation defiantly worth it. Plus overall manga is usually $9.99 and its listed

as $7.21 as a new release! Love it!



no regrets! if you liked or still love the seriesthese short stories are great, it also adds the children Ai

and RenI REALLY ENJOYED AIDOU AND SAYORI WAS HAPPY TOO SEE ALL THESE

CHARACTERS AGAIN AFTER SO LONG LOL

It was interesting to see yuuki and zero and everyone live their lives after Kaname. I wonder if there

will be more.

Vampire Knight Memories is a collection of short stories meant to give more information about what

happened after the series ended. Yuki waited a thousand years and then gave her heart to awaken

Kaname - and this new series will give insights into the characters as well as answering questions

about how the future came to be about during that time.The first story is Sayori's tale of interacting

with Yuki - from their initial meeting thinking Yuki quite stupid to the day Yuki brings her and

Kaname's new baby for everyone to meet.The second story is about Sayori helping Hanabusa look

for a cure to turn vampires into humans.The third story is about Yuki/Kaname's daughter Ai as she

interacts with Ruka and Akatsuki who have deepened their relationship.The fourth story is about the

time after Kaname awakened - with no memories except fragments from Yuki's heart. It comes from

the viewpoint of Seiren and her impressions of Kaname.The last story is a quick introduction to Yuki

and Zero beginning a relationship.In all, the stories do bounce around quite a bit though daughter Ai

is featured in nearly all of them. Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the publisher.

If you love Vampire Knight (especially if you are a fan of Zeki) then you're going to love this! I'm so

happy Hino decided to continue on and give us more fillers.Her art as always is gorgeous, and her

story once more has the usual flavor of funny, serious, and sad.These stories are spanning over

many thousands of years, so per chapter, it'll jump forward or backward. This does not bother me, it

has been easy to keep up with the present (Kaname, Ai, & Ren) and keep up with the past.We

finally get to see what happens to all our dear characters, and get to know what happened during all

that time. Personally i found the end of Vampire Knight a bit rushed, so this is what i have been

hoping for.There will be a volume 2 (and from the sound of it, perhaps more) and i'll definitely be

getting the next in the series.

I am hopping that since it has a number volume that maybe they are planning on releasing more to

this. Its a collection stories told from different perspectives.
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